
Our fashion 
month focus 

continues

show piece...
hot fuzz 

Nothing says eccentric 
Milanese glamour quite like 
Meadham Kirchhoff’s faux  
fur coats. Choose from 

standout stripes, eye-popping 
prints or fluffy monster 
cover-ups to master the  
city’s colorful street style. 
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AurorA sANsoNe

vAleNtiNA di piNto

AdA KoKosAr

home girls...
ones to watch
Milan show time means molto fabulous 
fashion folk. our favorites include Vogue 
Nippon’s vibrant Aurora sansone, Glamour 
Italia’s fashion editor valentina di pinto and 
effortlessly cool stylist Ada Kokosar. 

Shop hot fuzz4

Shop milan Style4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Standout_Coats
http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Milan_Home_Girls


classic vs new...
hot 

hotels 
the principe and Four 

seasons’ bars go head to 
head: rollover for more.
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fashion file

MFW essentials...
irina marie 
We caught up with Numéro’s fashion 
editor to talk show shoes, front-
row buddies and style essentials.  QA&

reAd  
More

ii

watch now...
the scoop

Net-A-porter tv reports from the fashion frontline

Get irina’S look4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Irina_Marie_Style
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fashion file

The 
evening bag 

For a luxe take 
on fall’s wildlife trend, 

choose Christian 
Louboutin’s snake bag. 

The peplum 
jackeT 

Be a Haider Ackermann 
woman: team this 

origami peplum jacket 
with clashing metalllics. 

The brocade 
pumps

Jason Wu’s opulent 
oriental-inspired heels 
are perfect for dressing 

up off-duty denim.

The deco 
earrings 

Make Marni’s decadent 
earrings work day to 

night with a new-season 
pant suit.

The 
blue dress 

Stella McCartney’s 
ornate jersey number will 
add a bolt of blue to your 

after-dark wardrobe.

Find out what we’re obsessed with this week
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SHOP tHe StOry4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/The_High_Five_Issue_161


fashion file
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it’s the fashion-sport hybrid we’re 
loving. the wedge sneaker is 
undoubtedly the coolest shoe of  
the season and Nike’s sky-high 
dunks are no exception. Launching 
exclusively on Net-A-POrter.
com, the suede high-tops’ classic 
colors and minimalist design make 
them the ideal partner to fall’s hero 
pants. Prepare to up your style game.   

Kick-start your FW12 look with 
Nike’s limited-edition sneakers
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Shop nike4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/Designers/Nike


Enter the Hero Pants – the 
pieces set to take center stage  
in your fall closet. No longer  
reliable staples, they’re now  
the season’s star attractions, 
says Becky Sunshine 



Layering is very now, which is why 
we’re loving this trend. Add heels 

to avoid it looking too heavy.

Draw the attention downward 
with the most striking of strides 
– a major trend of the season. 
Go for woven opulence, brocades, 
velvet and embroidery. The key is 
to mix up your fabrics and finishes: 
look to Jonathan Saunders, 
Clements Ribeiro and Balmain if you 
want to see the masters at work.

wear it with

the 
BarOQUe

BALmAin
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hero pants

stYLe tIp
Fancy pants look 

amazing with 
printed blouses or 

loose knits.

Skirts over pants
– miCRo TRenD –

mARC JACoBS

GiAmBATTiSTA vALLi

SHOP barOque PantS4 SHOP marc JacObS4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Baroque_Pants
http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/Designers/Marc_Jacobs
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Be brave, go vibrant and really 
colorful – it’s the most uplifting way 
to see in fall. We’re still focused on 
red, cobalt and orange as important 
shades, but this season anything  
goes. if you’re feeling like plunging 
right in, go head-to-toe color, or,  
for a more subtle approach, try  
a cream silk blouse.

wear it with

ChLoé

the BOLD
hero pants

 ‘‘Red can be quite charming. 
When it's worn away from 
your face it's easier to style’’
CLARe WAiGhT KeLLeR, CReATive DiReCToR, ChLoé.

stYLe tIp
Add a simple 

shrunken sweater, 
a new low heel and 

tailored coat 
for day.

SHOP bOld PantS4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Bold_Pants


Heads up for Cruise: go futuristic 
with Prabal Gurung's dramatic 

metallic flares, or a pair emblazoned 
with a Roberto Cavalli pattern.

the printeD

hero pants

We just can’t get enough of surface 
detail, and pattern is a great way 
to ease yourself into the statement 
pant trend. Summer was all about 
florals, but for fall, switch it up 
a gear and go for more boyish 
graphics. Peter Pilotto, isabel marant 
and Tibi are our hits of the season.  

CLemenTS RiBeiRo

stYLe tIp
Team with a 

minimalist clutch 
and sleek jewelry to 

keep it looking 
cool.

wear it with

RoBeRTo 
CAvALLi

PRABAL 
GuRunG

The flare
– miCRo TRenD –
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SHOP flareS4

SHOP Printed PantS4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Printed_Pants
http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Flares


the 
evening
Think embellished, sequined, shiny, 
lacy and ultra-elegant. Take a night 
off from your cocktail dress and 
turn to the most beautiful pants 
that are perfect for partying – the 
best are from Stella mcCartney, 
haider Ackermann and Alberta 
Ferretti. Try teaming with a 
chiffon Gucci runway blouse.DeReK LAm

wear it with

 ‘‘Statement pants are 
the new jeans – they’re  

incredibly versatile’’ 
CLemenTS RiBeiRo

stYLe tIp
Wear with equally 
elaborate shoes 

– there’s no point 
holding back on 

this look.

hero pants
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SHOP evening PantS4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Evening_Pants


We’re obsessed with the J.Crew 
Creative Director’s own style: a 

great blend of feminine, downtown, 
effortless chic and perfectly undone.

the crOp 
A ladylike hint makes this style right 
for now. it’s all in a jaunty ankle 
reveal, which of course means you’ll 
need the most gorgeous shoes to 
set this look off. A cute midi-heel 
or a pump with an ankle strap will 
work wonders for the day.

wear it with

hero pants

stYLe tIp
The key to 

the shorter pant 
is showing just the 

right amount 
of skin.

Jenna Lyons 

– We Love –

ReeD KRAKoFF
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SHOP crOPPed PantS4

SHOP J.crew4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Cropped_Pants
http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/Designers/JCrew


Mix up your textures, play with  
print and  – above all – get busy with layering. 

We’re talking about fashion’s coolest clash

photographs by Ja MEs MEaKIN
styLINg by NataLIE brEWstEr

SHOP tHe StOry4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/The_Perfect_Mismatch


Previous page: coat  
by Christopher Kane; 
jacket by Faith 
Connexion; top and 
skirt by Altuzarra; 
pants by Theory; 
boots by McQ 
Alexander McQueen; 
belt by Etro.  
This page: top by 
Prabal Gurung; dress 
by Gucci; pants by 
Peter Pilotto; shoes 
by Pierre Hardy; scarf 
by Marc Jacobs; bag 
by Nancy Gonzalez



Cardigan by Marc 
Jacobs; coat and pants 

by Miu Miu; top by 
Jonathan Saunders; 

shoes by Kenzo; 
gloves by Valentino

SHOP tHe StOry4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/The_Perfect_Mismatch


Jacket by Peter Pilotto; 
top by Elizabeth and 

James; skirt by Burberry 
Prorsum; pants by 

Meadham Kirchhoff; 
shoes by Jimmy Choo; 

scarf by Marc Jacobs



Left: coat by Valentino; 
dress by Lanvin; pants 
by Christopher Kane; 

shoes by 3.1 Phillip Lim; 
collar by KARL; gloves 
by Burberry Prorsum; 

bag by Miu Miu 
Right: coat by Meadham 

Kirchhoff; dress and 
belt by Oscar de la 

Renta; pants by 
Elizabeth and James; 

boots by Christian 
Louboutin; gloves by 

Donna Karan

SHOP tHe StOry4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/The_Perfect_Mismatch


Sweater by Emilio 
Pucci; dress by McQ 

Alexander McQueen;  
skirt by J.W.Anderson; 
pants by Marc Jacobs; 

shoes by Christian 
Louboutin; bag 

by Jil Sander



Jacket by Prabal Gurung; 
sweater by J.W.Anderson; 
top by Alexander 
McQueen; skirt by Marc 
Jacobs; boots by Alexander 
Wang; gloves by Valentino

SHOP tHe StOry4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/The_Perfect_Mismatch


Coat by Versus; dress 
by Kaufmanfranco; 

shirt and skirt by 
Carven; pants by Preen 
Line; boots by Missoni



Jacket by Belstaff; 
dress by Moschino; 
pants by See by 
Chloé; boots, belt and 
bag by Lanvin; gloves 
by Agent Provocateur
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SHOP tHe StOry4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/The_Perfect_Mismatch
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Evening gowns are opulent, glamorous and 
striking this fall, and there are two ways 
to embrace them, says Jessica Hannan



E very woman lives for the 
moment when they enter a 
room and all eyes are upon 

them. right now the mood is about 
all-out opulence and as a result, 
eveningwear is show-stopping. 
statement dresses have had a revamp 
fit for red carpets, dazzling parties 
and black-tie balls. But with 
decadence come two perfectly 
opposing looks: gowns are either 
theatrically pretty or dramatically 
dark. romantic versus gothic 
abounded on the runways. true 
romantics included Oscar de la 
renta, Valentino and Jil sander, with 
ethereal tulle gowns, cinched waists 
and whimsical lace in a palette of pink 
and cream. Gucci, etro and emilio 
Pucci embraced the dark side of 
gothic influence with Victoriana-
inspired necklines, black velvet and 
baroque flourishes. Scene-stealing 
and beautiful, they’re dresses you’ll 
want to wow in and wear forever.

STYLE TIP
For a perfectly 

polished finish, match 
your pumps to your 

gown as seen at 
Valentino.

romanTIc vS goThIc

STYLE TIP
A blood-red lip is 
the only makeup  
you need when 
darkness falls. 
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SHOP rOmantic vS gOtHic4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Romantic


Because no chic outfit 
is complete without 
makeup to match...

etro

prabal 
gurung

runway trend... 
dark matter 
Have you heard? Makeup’s new mood  
is darkly glamorous. From blood-red 
lipsticks to violet eyeshadows, make  
a statement with one gothic-inspired 
shade. try blackberry lip-stain with a 
minimalist base, or offset graphite-shot 
eyes with a sheer balm. “It’s fiercely 
elegant,” says makeup artist pat Mcgrath.
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SHOP dark materialS4
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pat McgratH backstage 
Makeup at versace

bottega veneta

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Gothic


pop quiz... 
What’s Your 
skin savior? 
Choose the A, B or C that best 
describes your complexion to 
find your perfect prescription
the air-con’s been left on overnight 
and by morning your skin is:
a) taut, sore and red around the eyes
b) a little tight with a shine on the t-zone
c) oily and clammy
When surprised, your face: 
a) tenses into some all-too-familiar pleats
b) gently creases around the forehead
c) Forms two or three deep lines, which 
disappear when you lower your brow
Your nose reddens with the tender 
beginnings of a blemish. do you:
A) Cover it up, only to find your 
concealer makes skin irritated and raw
b) Find it is covered easily by your 
foundation and is gone in a few short days
c) play join the dots with the others
after a long hot day, your skin feels:
a) dry and in need of nourishment
b) radiant yet tight across the cheeks
c) glowing but congested
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THE BEAUTY EDIT

 tHe last Word... Fall’s inFatuation WitH pluM isn’t just 
 reserved For lips, as proved by toM Ford. His Merlot-Hued 
 absolute For eyes eyesHadoW looks seriously striking 

Mostly
A

Mostly
B

Mostly
C

dolce & gabbana

dolce & gabbana

hair do... 
dazzling deco 
dressing up your ’do with ornate 
jewels is the freshest way to rock precious 
accessories after dark. just look to dolce & 
gabbana for inspiration, where low-slung 
chignons are amped up with gobstopper 
gemstone grips and clips. 

SHOP Hair aCCeSSOrieS4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Hair_Accessories
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MAGAZiNe
WHAt cAriNe did NeXt

We’re always glued to the movements 
(and fashion moments) of carine 

roitfeld. Her latest venture is a  
biannual magazine, entitled CR Fashion 

Book. With New York Magazine blog 
the cut taking us behind the scenes 

for a taster, we can’t wait for the 
september launch issue.

This week’s global hotlist of film, music, art and more

Get cAriNe's
look

shop carine’s style4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Carine_Roitfeld_Style


culture & StYle

Movie
editor eXtrAordiNAire

From the ’30s through the ’70s, the legendary editor of US Harper’s  
Bazaar and later US Vogue, diana vreeland, ruled the world of fashion 
magazines. Diana Vreeland: The Eye Has To Travel celebrates her reign.  
Out on September 21

Music 
it's GWeN AGAiN

book 
cArtooN cHic

it’s been 11 years in the 
making, but californian  

ska- rockers No doubt are 
back with new album, Push 

And Shove. All eyes will be on 
super stylish front-woman 

Gwen stefani. the video for 
first single “Settle Down”, 

finds her channeling the ’90s 
– think panels, beading and 

tassels. Her trademark 
scarlet lips, peroxide pony 

and toned abs complete the 
look. Out September 24

While 3.1 Phillip lim’s  
ss12 cartoon print bags 

paid homage to pop 
artist roy lichtenstein, 

this season he goes 
further – by publishing  

his own comic book. 
kick-ass heroines and 
graphics by Star Wars 
comic illustrator Jan 

duursema make Kill The 
Night a surefire coffee-

table talking point.

Get tHe
look

shop 3.1 phillip lim4

shop gwen's style4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Gwen_Stefani_Style
http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/Designers/31_Phillip_Lim


In next week’s onlIne magazIne:

Romantic, dramatic and sumptuous: 
it’s time to embrace fall’s darker mood

sIgn up for fashIon news4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/am/emailUpdatesRegistration.nap


http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Issue162
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